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Abstract
We propose a new molecular dynamics (MD) protocol to identify the binding site of a guest
within a host. The method utilizes a four spatial (4D) dimension representation of the ligand
allowing for rapid and efficient sampling within the receptor. We applied the method to two
different model receptors characterized by diverse structural features of the binding site and
different ligand binding affinities. The Abl kinase domain is comprised of a deep binding pocket
and displays high affinity for the two chosen ligands examined here. The PDZ1 domain of PSD-95
has a shallow binding pocket that accommodates a peptide ligand involving far fewer interactions
and a micromolar-affinity. To insure a completely unbiased searching, the ligands were placed in
the direct center of the protein receptors, away from the binding site, at the start of the 4D MD
protocol. In both cases the ligands were successfully docked into the binding site as identified in
the published structures. The 4D MD protocol is able to overcome local energy barriers in locating
the lowest energy binding pocket and will aid in the discovery of guest binding pockets in the
absence of a priori knowledge of the site of interaction.
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INTRODUCTION
The characterization of the specific interactions between ligands and their target proteins is
essential for the rational development of molecular regulators to alter or modulate the
biological function associated with the binding event. One of the first steps is the
identification of the binding site of the ligand, an effort in which both experimental and
theoretical methods can make essential contributions. In the absence of an experimentally
determined complex structure or evidence for the site of interaction, computational methods
can provide structural details and guide experimental discovery.1–5 Standard in-silico
ligand-docking programs aim at predicting the preferred topological orientation of the ligand
within the target receptor.6, 7 However these docking approaches, which are generally useful
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in identifying key ligand/receptor interactions,6, 8 rely on knowledge of a pre-defined
binding site within the target receptor. The search for the optimal binding mode is limited to
that particular site. Our goal is to provide a robust in-silico method for identifying such
ligand binding sites without any prior information on the guest/host interaction. Even in
those cases in which the binding site is known, the method could help in the identification of
alternative binding sites (e.g., allosteric binding sites) as possible targets for intervention or
drug design.

Assuming an accurate description of the potential energy of the ligand and receptor, the
optimal binding site is simply defined by the lowest or global minimum energy structure of
the complex. In practice, for most systems of biological interest a complete, systematic
search is not feasible due to the exceeding large number of conformational variables. One
common approach is to utilize molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to sample the space
around discrete ligand/receptor poses.9–11 However, during these simulations, even when
carried out at elevated temperatures, the ligand is often trapped in local energy minima of
the potential energy hyper surface and is unable to overcome the conformational barriers to
reach its global energy minimum.12 To overcome this obstacle, we chose to incorporate a 4-
spatial dimension representation of the ligand into MD simulations. The introduction of a
fourth spatial dimension (4D) to a 3D object allows for quasi-tunneling through potential
energy barriers during refinement of the complexes; the 4D ligand can occupy the same 3D
space of the receptor, without penalty from the non-bonded terms of the force field, and
therefore the potential energy barriers present in 3D space can be evaded.13

Higher dimensionality has been previously utilized in energy embedding and rotational
energy embedding techniques to identify energy minima.13–16 Briefly, the molecule of N-
atoms is first embedded in (N-1)-dimensional space so that there are no local energy minima
on the potential energy surface. After energy minimization, the molecule is projected back to
the next lower dimension (N-2) and the cycle is repeated until the structure of the molecule
in 3D is obtained. Purisima and Scheraga utilized higher dimensionality to overcome the
multiple minima problem in the structure determination of the polypeptide enkephalin.17

Introduction of a fourth spatial dimension has been employed for the refinement of
structures from NMR data.18, 19 The extra dimension was found to facilitate the
identification of structures that fulfill all constraints derived from the experimental
measurements.

Here, we examine the use of a hybrid 4D MD protocol in which the guest (the ligand) is
placed in four-spatial dimensions in order to find the optimal binding site within the three-
dimensional host (protein target). The 4D MD protocol was tested with three different model
systems: The kinase domain of the Abl receptor was examined with two structurally diverse
ligands, thiophosphoric acid o-((adenosyl-phospho)phospho)-s-acetamidyl-diester (defined
as ATG) and AMN-107, for which high-resolution X-ray structures are available.20, 21 The
third model is the binding of the peptide KQTSV to the PDZ1 domain of PSD-95, as
determined by high-resolution NMR.22 For this system, the binding pocket is surface
exposed and very shallow and therefore more challenging to identify. We propose our
method as a general in silico method for identification of previously unidentified ligand
binding sites that can then be exploited in structure-based drug discovery efforts.

METHOD
The 4D MD technique was validated with three different well defined small molecule/
protein complexes. For each of the complexes a high definition structure is available,
detailing the ligand binding site characteristics. We chose the complexes formed by two
small molecules, ATG (thiophosphoric acid o-((adenosyl-phospho)phospho)-s-acetamidyl-
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diester) (PDB ID: 2G1T_chain E and residue number 1101) and AMN-107 (PDB ID:
3CS9_chainA of residue ID NIL) (Figure 1) with the kinase domain of Abl (PDB ID:
2G2F_chain A), and the peptide, KQTSV (PDB ID: 1BE9_chain B) with the PDZ1 domain
of PSD 95 (PDB ID: 1RGR_chain A). These initial structures were cleaned by removing all
extra molecules including water and then missing hydrogen atoms were added. Prior to any
simulations the ligands were removed from their binding sites.

The fourth dimensional energy embedding is introduced to the ligand as shown in equation
(1). The total potential energy (Utotal) consists of the standard CHARMM23–25 potential
energy expressions for bonded and non-bonded interactions with the addition of a harmonic
energy term for the fourth dimension coordinates, denoted as (equation 1), and a weighting
constant denoted as K4D. The fourth Cartesian coordinate is added to x, y, and z coordinates
of the ligand by use of the Leap Frog Verlet algorithm26–30 (LeapFrogVerlet4D in
CHARMM23–25). Molecular dynamics simulations are then carried out employing Newton’s
equations of motion (equation (2)).

where mi is the mass of atom i and r⃗i is its position.

For the simulations with the Abl kinase, the CHARMM topology and parameter files were
generated for the ATG and AMN-107 ligands. Beginning with the X-ray structures of the
two kinase complexes, the ligand was removed far away from the binding site by orienting
the center of masses of both receptor and the ligand along the x-axis. The 4D coordinate ω
was introduced to the ligand coordinates while keeping the receptor coordinates in 3D. The
initial 4D coordinates (ω) for the three ligands were 8.4, 8.3 and 8.7 for ATG, AMN107 and
peptide, respectively. Next, the complex was energy minimized with the steepest descent
algorithm29 (nsteps 150, step 0.02 ps) followed by the production run of the 4D molecular
dynamics employing the LeapFrogVerlet4D algorithm. The K4D force constant was set to
50 and the 4D MD carried out at constant temperature at 300 K with a 1 fs time step for all
three ligand/protein complexes. This procedure allows the ligand to explore the potential
energy surface within the context of a fully flexible receptor. After the MD simulation, the
4D coordinates of the ligand are back-projected into 3D by gradually increasing K4D,
thereby forcing the -coordinates to zero with the conservation of energy. For back projection
K4D was increased linearly during the simulation (increased by a factor of 150) at 300 K
and keep at this value while cooling the 4D temperature from 300 to 0K with 1 fs time step.
In the cases in which the dimensionality reduction produces high energy 3D structures (an
inherent problem in the final step of 4D energy embedding), rotations about the principle
axis of inertia before and after back projection rectified the problem.16 The total 4D MD
simulation was run for 30 ps and 10 ps for ATG and AMN-107, respectively, in vacuum
condition with a 1 fs time step size. After the 4D simulation and back-projection, the
solvated system with 10 Å water box was introduced to the ligand-protein complex system
and relaxed for 200 ps (1 fs/step) using a fixed protein backbone to obtain the final ligand-
receptor complex at constant temperature at 300 K. A similar procedure was used for the
PDZ1/peptide complex. The peptide backbone was kept fixed to the initial structure during
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the 4D MD simulation (100 ps, 1 fs/step) and then released during the energy relaxation
after back projection into 3D.

The results from our simulations were compared with the high-resolution (X-ray for the Abl
kinase and NMR for the PDZ complex) structures available for these model systems. The
root mean square deviations (RMSD) of the backbone atoms of the proteins were calculated
(see the supporting information Figures 1S to 5S). For comparison purposes, the total energy
of the X-ray and NMR structures which were cleaned by removing other molecules
including water as described above, but in this case keeping the ligand in the binding site
were calculated using CHARMM force field and 1 ps run (2 fs/step) (supporting
information). The difference in the total energy of experimentally determined structures and
those calculated here are reported as percentages.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 4D MD procedure was successfully applied to two model receptors: 1) Abl-kinase and
2) PDZ1 of PSD95, which were chosen because of their very different characteristics of
their ligand binding sites. The ligand binding pocket of the kinase domain of Abl is deep
with a large number of ligand/receptor interactions.31–35 The small molecule antagonists of
Abl-kinase ATG and AMN-107 (nilotinib) (Figure 1) were examined as high-resolution
structures are available and they induce different inactive conformational states of the kinase
upon binding. The peptide binding domain of the PDZ1 of PSD95 is surface exposed,
shallow, and with a limited number of ligand/receptor contacts, consistent with low affinity
binding associated with the physiological function of PDZ domains.22, 36–40 The
pentapeptide KQTSV was used for these simulations. For three test cases, the 4D MD
protocol, correctly locates the ligand binding site on the protein, both with respect to
location and topological orientation, in the absence of any previous information or bias of
the computational search. The agreement of the mode of binding with the experimental data
is shown in Figures 2 – 4.

1) Abl kinase and ATG
The starting structure was generated by translating the ligand to the center of the protein,
10.4 Å away from the center of the binding site. If the ligand were restricted to 3D, the large
number of steric clashes between the ligand and receptor would lead to exceedingly high
energies. During the 4D energy embedding protocol the ligand moves slowly through the
center of the protein to the surface, finally locating the binding site illustrated in Figure 2.
The variation of distances between selected atoms of the ATG ligand and the binding site
during the simulation are shown in Figure 3. The ligand is within the binding site at the
200th trajectory frame (20ps) (i.e., almost end of the 4D simulation) and during further
energy relaxation in 3D the ligand reorients itself inside the binding pocket to adopt the
more energetically stable conformation as shown in Figure 2. The ligand/receptor complex
reveals several interactions comparable with the published X-ray structure.20 The ATG
ligand is hydrophilic in nature, and shows mainly electrostatic interactions with its host, as
detailed in Table 1 and Figure 2B. The major difference from our results and the X-ray
structure is the orientation of the adenine ring (Figure 2A); our simulations have the ring
slightly more removed from the pocket, more surface exposed largely from interactions of
the ribose with the explicit solvent. The proteins are very similar in conformation with an
RMSD between the backbone atoms of the proteins of 0.57 Å. Superposition of the heavy
atoms of the ligands results in an RMSD of 2.3 Å (see Figure 2S), demonstrating that
alternative ligand conformations were sampled during the simulation. The energy of the
complex system after 4D MD protocol is 6% less than the X-ray structure based on the
CHARMM force field. This indicates that energy minimization beginning with the X-ray
structure would lead to deviations, towards the complex structure produced here.
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2) Abl kinase and AMN-107
Starting with the X-ray structure of the complex, the ligand was translated into the center of
the protein (8.3 Å away from the binding site) and the 4D energy embedding protocol
carried out. As with ATG, the mode of AMN-107 binding as reproduced from the
simulations is similar to the X-ray structure, with a number of key interactions recapitulated
(Figure 4). The ligand reached the correct binding site during the 25th trajectory frame and
stayed there for the remainder of the simulation (Supporting Information Figure 6S). During
the 3D MD simulation, the ligand reoriented to optimize the interactions with the receptor.
In the final structure, we note a slight translation of the ligand in our structure, resulting in a
more solvent exposed imidazole end of AMN-107. Despite this difference the ligand is in
the correct topological orientation within the binding pocket. The ligand is different slightly
in conformation, with an RMSD of all heavy atoms of 1.7 Å (see Figure 4S). Some of the
interactions that differ between the structures include a hydrogen bond between Glu-286
side chain with N31 (atomic labels for AMN-107 ligand are shown in the Figure 1) rather
than N14 observed in the X-ray structure.21 Likewise our structure has the carbonyl of
Asp-381 interacting with N31, N40, and N34 of AMN-107, while it is the amide N atom of
Asp-381 interacting with O17 of AMN-107 ligand in the crystal. Several hydrophobic
interactions involving Leu-364, Ile-347, Ala-350, Met-351, Leu-364, and Val-379 of the
receptor were observed from our simulations as listed in Table 2. The energy difference
between the complex system after the 4D MD protocol and the X-ray structure (calculated
using the CHARMM force field) are comparable (a 2% difference). The very small
difference in energies is consistent with the small difference in protein structures; the RMSD
between the backbone atoms of the protein is 0.18 Å.

3) PDZ1 of PSD-95 and KQTSV
PDZ domains typically bind to the C-terminal four amino acids of its target in a short lived,
transitory fashion enhancing the local concentration of the target and thereby facilitating
specific protein-protein interactions. Consistent with its biological function, the PDZ1
domain of PSD-95 has a shallow hydrophobic binding pocket22, 39, 40 with micromolar
affinities for the peptide analogs of protein C-termini. The NMR structure of PDZ1 of
PSD-95 was solved for the pentapeptide KQTSV. The starting structure was generated by
moving the ligand into the center of the protein, 11.8 Å away from the center of the binding
site. Even for this more challenging case, with a less well defined binding site, the 4D MD
protocol successfully identified the location of the binding pocket with the ligand in the
correct topological orientation. To demonstrate the progression to the binding site, selected
interatomic distances between the peptide and binding site are shown in Supporting
Information Figure 7S. A comparison between the experimentally derived complex and the
present work is shown in Figure 5. One of the key features of the PDZ domains of PSD-95 is
the “GLGF” loop which binds to the C-terminus of the ligand.22, 39, 40 Indeed, in our
resulting complex, the carboxylic acid of the C-terminus of KQTSV forms a hydrogen
bonding network with the amide nitrogens of Leu-75, Gly-76, and Phe-77 of the GLGF
loop. Additional hydrogen bonds were observed between the Lys side chain of KQTSV and
the backbone carbonyl of Ala-80 and side chain of His-130. These interactions are similar to
the NMR structure as well as the X-ray structure of PDZ3 of PSD-95 binding to the C-
terminus of CRIPT.39 The resulting complex from our simulations also showed several
hydrophobic interactions (Table 3), consistent with the experimentally derived complex
structures. The RMSD between the backbone atoms of the PDZ proteins is 0.21 Å.

The 4D energy embedding method13, 16, 41 is a versatile technique for crossing energy
barriers and identifying minima within complex energetic profiles. Here we demonstrated
that by including a 4D representation of the ligand, the ligand binding site and many of the
key ligand-receptor interactions can be quickly identified. For the structurally and
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functionally different ligand-protein complexes examined here, the correct topological
orientation of the ligand was reproduced. Of course there are some limitations to the
method. The high-resolution structure of the target receptor needs to be defined. Likewise,
depending on the size and structural flexibility of the ligand, its structural features need to be
defined. Often, the structure of the ligand while bound can be accessed by transferred NOEs,
in absence of the complex structure. Finally, the binding event should not produce major
conformational changes of the target protein. Although the receptor is fully flexible during
the simulation, and therefore minor changes induce by binding will be accommodated, large
conformational changes will be more difficult to identify during the MD protocol and the
identification of the ligand binding site would be much more difficult.

CONCLUSIONS
Here we present a new MD method which utilizes four-dimension molecular dynamics
simulations of a ligand to locate the best binding site within its target receptor. This method
could prove useful in structure-based drug discovery efforts stalled by the lack of binding
site information. Indeed, many small molecule screening approaches result in the
identification of binders without information on the location or mode of binding to the target
protein. If the structure of the target is known, then the approach outlined here will be
extremely beneficial in the generation of a model of the ligand/receptor complex.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Molecular structures and atomic nomenclature of the small molecule ligands bound to ABl-
kinase, AGT and AMN-107.
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Figure 2. The Abl-kinase/ATG complex
(A) the structure of the complex from the 4D MD protocol (protein green, ligand blue)
superimposed with the ligand (orange) from the complex solved previously by X-ray.20 For
reference the P-loop (residues 248–255) and activation loop (residues 381–402) are shown
in red and magenta, respectively. (B) The interactions between ATG and Abl-kinase are
shown schematically. The color coding of the protein amino acids indicate P-loop (red),
activation loop (magenta), or other (green).
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Figure 3. Variation of interatomic distances between atoms of ATG and the binding site during
the simulation
The ligand reached the binding site around the 200th trajectory frame (towards the end of the
4D MD) and stayed inside the pocket throughout the simulation.
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Figure 4. The Abl-kinase/AMN-107 complex
(A) the structure of the complex from the 4D MD protocol (protein green, ligand blue)
superimposed with the ligand (orange) from the previous determined X-ray structure.21 For
reference, the P-loop (residues 248–255) and activation loop (residues 381–402) are shown
in red and magenta, respectively. (B) The interactions between AMN-107 and Abl-kinase
are shown schematically. The color coding of the protein amino acids indicate P-loop (red),
activation loop (magenta), or other (green).
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Figure 5. The PDZ1 PSD-95/KQTSV complex
(A) the structure of the complex from the 4D MD protocol (protein green, ligand blue)
superimposed with the ligand (orange) from the previous NMR structure.22, 39 For reference
the GLGF loop important for binding is shown in magenta. (B) The interactions between
KQTSV and the PDZ1 domain are shown schematically. The interactions involving the
GLGF loop are denoted by magenta and others in green.
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Table 1

Hydrophilic interactions between ATG ligand and the receptor

Residue
Present work Published work 20

Atoms: Receptor & ligand Distance between atoms/ Å Atoms: receptor & Ligand Distance between atoms/ Å

Gln-252 NE2 and O2B 3.17 OE1 and NS 5.18

Gln-252 NE2 and O1B 3.22 - -

Asn-368 OD1 and O2G 4.84 ND2 and O2G 5.23

Asn-368 ND2 and O2S 4.76 ND2 and O1B 3.83

Asn-368 OD1 and NS 3.15 - -

Tyr-253 OH and S 5.44 OH and S 5.41

Leu-248 O and N1 3.22 - -

Gly-250 O and N7 4.41 - -

Gly-383 N and O2S 4.39 - -

Arg-367 NE and O1A 4.87 NE and O2S 2.87 *

Asn-322 ND2 and O4′ 4.52 ND2 and O3′ 2.80 *

*
Hydrogen bonding
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Table 2

Hydrophobic interactions between AMN-107 ligand and the receptor

Residue
Present work Published work21, 42

Atoms: Receptor & ligand Distance between atoms/ Å Atoms: Receptor & ligand Distance between atoms/ Å

Val-256 CG1 and C45 4.01 CG1 and C38 3.93

Leu-248 CD1 and C45 6.80 CD1 and C41 3.62

Val-289 CG1 and C23 5.00 CG1 and C55 4.06

Met-290 CE and C36 3.85 CE and C25 3.92

Ile-293 CD and C12 4.31 CD1 and C6 4.39

Ala-269 CB and C45 4.66 CB and C42 4.09

Ala-350 CB and C6 3.83 - -

Leu-354 CD1 and C9 3.60 CD1 and C12 7.94

Leu-354 CD2 and C12 3.60 - -

Leu-354 CG and C6 3.40 - -

Phe-382 CD1 and C42 3.93 CD1 and C38 3.37

Met-351 CE and C52 3.48 - -

Val-379 CG1 and C56 3.44 - -

Val-379 CG1 and C6 3.15 - -

Ala-380 CB and C38 3.87 CB and C38 6.75

Ile-347 CG2 and C58 3.18 - -

Leu-364 CD1 and C58 4.11 - -
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